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hoW to StuDy thiS courSe
chinese characters and english words
To make this course easier to understand, wherever
we have written a Chinese word, we have used
Pinyin. This is the Chinese governments approved
method of writing western characters. For
example, instead of Chi, we will use the Pinyin
term Qi.
There are many variations of spellings in
books concerning Chinese culture because
Chinese people use pictograms, instead of
Romanised letters, like the example shown top
right. Therefore, the spelling of any Chinese words
or phrases in the course will be as if a Chinese
person were writing to you. This should give you
confidence in spelling any Chinese Feng Shui term.
In addition, we also use sound files for correct
pronunciation. As an example, in Beijing the
capital of China, the spelling is Feng Shui, but
pronounced “Feng Shwaye”.”. Please click
on this sound file icon to hear the words
spoken.
Sound icon

powerpoint presentations
Wherever possible, we provide PowerPoint
presentations to aid your understanding of difficult
concepts. In addition, there are key points at the
end of every chapter which you should learn and
understand before moving on to the next chapter.
To activate these presentations, just double click
on the icon shown below. You can find additional
information every time you click on the
mouse button and will return to this course
material at the end of each presentation.Powerpoint Presentations

Our aim is to produce the most empowering Feng
Shui courses available and your input helps us to
reach that goal. If you have any suggestions on how
to improve this course further, please let us know.
This may prompt a further updated version, which
you will be able to receive free of charge, upon
notification from our web site.
By taking this course you have now joined students
in over 40 countries who are fulfilling their true
potential, whilst contributing to make the world
a better place in which to live. You can join them
online and work together in harmony at our
forum
Finally, the information supplied in this
course, is the result of many years of experience
and research into World Philosophy, not just
Feng Shui. Some of the concepts are direct
translations from ancient Chinese classical
texts and to aid understanding these have
modern world interpretations. In common with
ancient civilisations, we have combined both
mysticism and science,, to provide a common
sense understanding of how nature works.
If this is your first encounter with Feng Shui, you
may not immediately realise how valuable this
information is. Only after many years of practice,
will you be able to see the tremendous value in
these pages. We supply this information now, to
empower you to bring peace, and live in harmony
and balance with nature.

成
Chinese pictogram Cheng
– denoting "to become,"
"result", and "success".

Pyramid with all seeing
eye – universal symbol of
Mysticism and Science.

your comments
This is the ninth edition of our Key Concepts
course since first appearing on CD ROM back in
2002. Although the content has not changed, (it
is still the most comprehensive Feng Shui course
available), the way in which we present it has
changed dramatically. This has been possible
through updated technology and your views and
comments.
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ChAPter One

future feng shui
Yin and Yang feng shui
Originally, the Emperor employed Feng Shui masters
to site tombstones, graves and mausoleums in order
to prolong their dynasties. This practice of Yin Feng
Shui, although popular took many generations to
obtain results. Conversely, they modified and applied
this system to buildings and the living, and created
Yang Feng Shui. This produced almost immediate
results and its popularity quickly spread throughout
China. This course will therefore teach you Yang
Feng Shui to help achieve long lasting results for you
and your future clients.

feng shui today
Feng Shui for most people in the western world,
began in Berkeley, California in 1986. This was
when the Buddhist Monk, Thomas Lin Yun created
a kind of instant Feng Shui called “Black Hat
Tantric Feng Shui”.”. By greatly simplifying
traditional Chinese Feng Shui and
using the “Ba Gua”” as an application
for a positive mind. He and his
followers achieved amazing, but
short-term results, principally
because when we concentrate and
use our mind, we can accomplish
incredible things!
Black Hat Feng Shui quickly spread
throughout the US and the western
world. It proved so popular and created
such a demand that people became practitioners. It
was then that they questioned; “how long could you
keep a positive mind for?” They found that it was not
very long at all! However, they used a whole host of
“trinkets and baubles” to reinforce their beliefs and
prolong their results. These included wind chimes,
Ba Gua mirrors, mandarin ducks, money toads,
coins, etc.
The main problem with this system was the positive
mind that people developed was sometimes to the
detriment of nature itself. Nothing that works in
this way can last long. A positive, healthy mind
understands that we are part of nature, working with
natural forces, not against them.

In order to achieve a life without stress, in balance
and harmony with all, we need to understand how
these natural forces work and go with the flow. This
way, the results last and lead to a natural evolution
for us. Some of the Black Hat practitioners realised
this and began searching for a system that included
this knowledge. They found this, as you will on
completion of this course, in Traditional Chinese or
True Feng Shui.

feng shui Books are Confusing
Black Hat practitioners wrote most of the Feng Shui
books available today. As authors had their own
ideas about positive thinking, there was no cohesive
structure and confusion arose from conflicting
advice. True Feng Shui follows universal principles
of nature, so there are no ambiguities at all.

feng shui tomorrow
We have Thomas Lin Yun to thank
for the popularity of modern Feng
Shui. However, we need to recover
from his new age type of Feng
Shui and its superstitions. We must
use common sense and wherever
possible establish a fundamental,
logical, even scientific basis for all
that we do. This way, Feng Shui will
flourish and become as established as say,
Architecture. This course provides the basic
knowledge for this to happen. As a consultant it is
then up to you to apply this in a professional manner
and adhere to the FSI code of ethics on graduation
from the Feng Shui Institute.

CHAPTER three

Our everyday world
Natural Examples of Yin and Yang
Our Earth

The planet Earth displays yin and yang
characteristics, as one-half is dark whilst
the other half is light. One-half also has a
higher population.
From this day cycle, we also know that
midnight to midday is the most active part of the
day; from midday we become less active and at night we rest
and sleep. We should therefore perform the most important
tasks in the morning and matters of less importance during
the afternoon.

Our lives

The human life cycle relates to a previous
discussion concerning the definition of life,
First quarter is birth.
Second quarter is growth.
Third quarter is reproduction.
Fourth quarter is death or transition.

Yang characteristics Yin characteristics
Short wave
Proton
Positive
Electricity
Potential

Long wave
Nucleus
Negative
Magnetism
Manifestation

Up
Out
Hot
Dry
Light
Sun
Spring and summer
Wood and Fire
Male
Space
Light colours
Activity
Bright
Life

Down
In
Cold
Wet
Dark
Moon
Autumn and winter
Earth and Metal
Female
Time
Dark colours
Passive and resting
Dull
Death
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The Moon

The moon follows the yin/yang definition,
the waxing and full moon is yang, the
waning and new moon yin. All fluids rise
during a full moon and we are consequently
more active and outgoing. A new moon
makes fluids heavy so they sink and we are less
active.

The Seasons

Finally, the seasons correspond to yin and yang. The 1st
quarter is spring with the Spring Equinox, (equal day and
night). The second quarter is summer and the Summer
Solstice, maximum yang, maximum daylight
in the northern hemisphere. The third is
autumn with the Autumnal Equinox (equal
day and night). The fourth quarter is
winter and the Winter Solstice, maximum
yin – maximum night.

Everyday definitions
As you have seen, Nature complies with yin and yang
principles and as you begin to appreciate this way of looking
at the world, you will understand nature at a deeper level. We
can see that these forces are a fine balance and can have a
positive or negative effect on our world.

Opposites attract
From the examples of yin and yang, you can see that yang is
directly opposite yin. As all matter is in a process of continual
change, yin becomes yang and vice versa. Therefore, they
are part of the same cycle and related to one another. If
something is light we must ask, "compared to what?" The
answer of course is dark. This perhaps is the true definition of
the saying “opposites attract”
Remember that the “10,000 things” relate to all matter,
therefore we can classify everything by the interaction of yin
and yang. More examples follow on the next page and this
will further aid your understanding.

chApter Four

Five eLeMent
planetary influences on shapes
Planet

Shape

Mercury

≈≈≈≈≈

Jupiter
Mt Rainier is a Fire shape
mountain.

Description
Flowing wave
formation
Tall and upright,
something taller
than it is wide.

Phase
Water
Wood

Mars

Triangular

Fire

Saturn

Square, squat or
something wider
than it is tall

Earth

Venus

Circular, rounded
or Dome shaped.

Metal

Man made structures
Phase
Water
Wood
Table Mountain South
Africa is an Earth shape
mountain.

Fire
Earth
Metal

Powerpoint Presentations
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These Canadian mountains
are classified as Water qi.

Structure
All flowing shapes such as statues,
Glass, Electricity, televisions
Wardrobes, upright cupboards,
doors, all things that are tall and
upright,
Triangular shaped furniture.
Something wider than it is tall, such
as beds, tables and desks.
Metal shapes are round, such as
coins and balls.

CHAPTER NINE

ALIGNING THE BA GUA
Aligning the Ba Gua

First find the centre of your home. If you
have a square or rectangular home, this is
very easy to do, just draw diagonal lines
from corner to corner and they will meet
in the centre.
If you have a different shaped home, as
the example shown left, you can square it
off by encasing the whole plan in a square,
then follow the previous advice.
If your home is totally out of proportion,
so that the centre falls outside the building
or close to an outside wall, the only way
to find the centre is to transfer the plan
to a card, cut around the plan and then
balance it on a pin. Just push the pin
through the card at this point and this will
be the centre. In an extreme example, an
L – shaped house where the centre falls
outside, you will have to use two ba guas.
The main ba gua should be concentrated
around the main living area and should
comprise one whole side. If there is a
natural barrier, such as a wall, use this
division to separate the ba guas.
Use the template – Take the template
from here and print it onto acetate.
Alternatively, change its opacity in a
graphics package, so that you can overlay
it on your floor plan. Align the template
centre with the centre of your floor plan,
and rotate it so that 0º degrees corresponds
exactly with North. You will see a line
originating from the template centre to
the north and you should draw a line on
your plan to correspond with this, as this
assures the easiest alignment.
Mark the trigram divisions on your plan – The best way to do this is to stick your template to the floor plan and note the
lines emanating from the template centre on either side of the trigram. These form the divisions for the ba gua. Extrapolate
their positions by placing a ruler across the template and mark by placing a dot on the plan next to the edge of the template.
When you have done this to all 8 lines, simply remove the template then connect the diagonal dots with a ruler. Remember
that each line must run through the centre of the plan. Click here for an example.
Mark the compass directions - It is best at this stage to mark the compass directions on the plan. As you already working
with the north, just place N in the middle of this sector. The best way to place the following compass points is to think of a
compass as if it were a clock and run the remaining compass points clockwise around the plan. As you have already added N
for north, the remaining points are NE, E, SE, S, SW, W, and NW.
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CHAPTER NINE

BA GUA DEFINITIONS
North

- The Journey
This sector encompasses your whole journey
through life and is somewhat limiting to think of
as just a career area, . However if your career is
your main emphasis in life you can use it as such.
This area ranges from 337.5º - 22.5º.
Before adding symbols just look at the area. Are
the elements in the furniture, fixtures and fittings
in harmony and working together? If so, you will
find that you are always in the right place at the
right time. If they are out of balance, life will be a
struggle. Let us look at some of these effects.
The host is water and excessive wood elements can
have a weakening effect here. This may well make
you feel drained or exhausted, so just add metal
to strengthen your host element and balance. Too
much fire can cause a pressurised life and this
needs the addition of earth and metal to balance.
Finally too much of a good thing can also be bad;
too much water may have the effect of causing

Pilots cap

When the area is in balance you can use objects
or symbols to focus on specific aspects that you
would like to bring into your life. If you would like
to become a Feng Shui consultant, placing a Feng
Shui book or compass in this area will help you
achieve this. If you would like to become a teacher,
something should be placed here associated with
teaching. Equally, if you wanted to become an
airline pilot, a picture of a plane, a scale model, or
even a pilot’s cap would be effective here.

depression; in this case simply add wood for a
rapid recovery.
If it is full of clutter, life will be a mess, the
occupants may well be the dumping ground for all
around them. Cure; simply tidy up the clutter and
use mirrors to bring in natural light or use normal
lighting to accentuate meaningful aspects of this
area.

Host element

Water

Trigram

Kan
Wavy / flowing

Dislikes

Too much earth

Whatever you use, it must fit into your existing
surroundings and not look out of place. It must
also work with the elemental balance of this area
and finally it must be something that you like.
Remember that everything is symbolic; whatever
is placed here will already feature in your journey
through life.
Now take a look at your north sector and see what
is there already, can you relate the items found
here with recent events?
This exercise will help to show you the power of
this system. For example, if it is full of books, the
person will be reading or studying a lot. If it is
dark and dingy then life will appear that way. If
people feel “stuck in a rut”, you can cure this by
making sure that Qi can circulate freely.
You can also invigorate this area with a water
fountain or feature. You will then notice that the
speed the water moves dictates the pace of your
life.
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chApter ten

eASt AnD
your Auspicious Directions
Your auspicious directions are your own group
directions. If you are an East Group person, the
East Group directions of N, E, SE and S are your
most favourable.

An East Group person living in an East Group house
- that is facing any of the west group directions, will
benefit from the addition of Wood, Water and Fire
as this balances the energy in their surroundings.

If you are a West Group person, your best directions
are SW, W, NW and NE. Wherever possible you
should try to face, sleep with your head pointing
towards these directions and traditionally, have your
cooker and main door facing these directions.

A West Group person living in an East Group house
will benefit from Earth and Metal. Each direction
has an attribute known as a portent. In common
with the Ba Gua, there are eight portents in total.

your inauspicious Directions
According to this system, directions from the
opposite group should be avoided. Therefore,
East Group people should avoid Southwest, West,
Northwest and Northeast. West Group people
should avoid the North, East, Southeast and South.

the eight portents
The eight portents represent energy from Ursa
Major or the Great Bear / Big Dipper / The Plough
and how these affect the geomagnetic grids of the
earth. This constellation is shown above right. These
stars actually define the usable directions.

You will find that there are four auspicious portents,
which range in benefits from harmony to health,
long life and great prosperity. Conversely, four
inauspicious portents generally indicate loss. We
can apply these portents to a home and instead of
a birth date, we use the sitting direction for the
buildings Ming Gua
This is the opposite direction from the facing
and represents the residual energy inside a home.
Remember the facing direction is the side that
admits most light, so the sitting direction will
generally be the darkest part of the building. To
help you find the correct sitting position for your
home here is a guide.We will apply these portents
once we understand exactly what they are and how
we can use them.
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CHAPTER ONE

your Key concepts course
Random pages

What you will learn and use

We hope that you have enjoyed this short glimpse of our
outstanding course. These pages are just a random selection
to show the quality of information and its presentation. In the
full course all techniques are taught in depth and empower
you to make positive changes in your home, which can reflect
in, and improve every aspect of your outer life.

•

This feng shui course has over 38,000 words and is fully
illustrated in colour with many PowerPoints and Videos to
make even the most difficult concepts easy to understand.
Our sound files even help you with correct pronunciation.
Our course contents show the true value of this course. To
realise the high standard of education and incredible value,
just read some of our feng shui student’s comments and the
reasons why you should take this Feng Shui course.

Student comments

“This feng shui course is brilliant value for money” Helen UK
“I’ve read books and practiced with my own home for the last
12 years and I learned more in the first 15 pages of this feng shui
course than in that entire time”. PJ Dix - USA.

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

“Thank you so much for your very inspiring course”. Elena –
France
“What an excellent work you have done. It’s amazing, it’s perfect.
CONGRATULATIONS for such a wonderful Presentation of this
course.” - R. P. Gonzalez Colombia, South America.

•

“This NEW format is great!” - Avi UK.

•

•

Working with natural energy or qi – how to enhance
your life and avoid stress in your home and workplace.
Personal Qi - energy for health and vitality including
Food and diets.
The Feng Shui toolkit - Energy Dynamics, using colour,
shape, textures and aromas for 5 sense Feng Shui.
Form school - the perfect furniture positions for your
bedroom, lounge, dining room, children’s rooms, study,
office, or any room of your choice.
Architectural balance, what does your home say about
your life? How to correct missing corners and enhance
projections. Feng Shui in the neighbourhood - improve
relations with your neighbours.
The Ba Gua– how to improve relationships, health,
career, respect, harmony, creativity / children’s lives,
networking and travel through the 8 life aspirations.
Feng Shui cures. programming crystals, the correct use
of mirrors and why, yin and yang lighting, plants, and
water placement.
Compass School Feng Shui - Astrology and Magnetism.
The Lo Shu square and Trigrams - ancient wisdom
for the modern world and the foundations of Chinese
philosophy.
Ming Gua, your personal directions for Love,
Relationships, Health, Wealth and Harmony. Balancing
East and West group compatibility. Combining home
and personal portents.
Chinese astrology clashes, combinations and
compatibility with animals of the Chinese zodiac.
East and West group compatibility favourable sleeping
directions.
Plus, much, much more!

“This course is extremely impressive and I am very grateful to
you for not only teaching the true essence of Feng Shui but for
offering it in such a clear and helpful course”. - Chris UK.
“I think your Feng Shui Key Concepts course is brilliant! Once I
started reading it, I didn’t want to stop!” Karen Tolhurst UK
“So far, I love what I read, and I am so happy that I found you on
the Internet. Thank you”. Margrete - Norway
“I am enjoying this feng shui course very much, many thanks for
the great work that you are doing”.
Christiaan de Wet – South Africa
Having taken several other on-line courses, as well as having
done other classroom studies, I believe I am in a position to
comment on your feng shui course, which I find rich in theory
(which other courses lack), well-composed, and well-worth the
cost. Evangelia - Johannesburg, South Africa
“There’s a plethora of excellent reading in this feng shui course
CD” E.C – Philippines

Order Today!

This full course costs just £99.00 to download, or £103.50 including
post and packing. Which I think you will agree is outstanding
value for money! You can order from our web site by clicking
on this link. We use the most secure financial faccilities on the
Internet either directly through Protx, or by Paypal. On receipt
of the course you can start to make fundamental and beneficial
improvements to your own quality of life and those you care
about. Dont delay - Order NOW

